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Dear Vienna Newsletter Subscriber,
We just added even more patterns to Big Bang Orchestra: Capricorn!

YOUR FREE EXPANSION SET
#

As a registered user of Big Bang Orchestra: Capricorn, this bonus pack is free for you! It
adds three more patterns that are very versatile. The ostinatos in 4th, 8th and 16th notes
are available in “strings only” versions as well as in “tutti” versions. Due to their simple
structure they can be used in a variety of harmonic settings, adding drive and a forward
pushing energy to any arrangement. The patterns work great in combination with each
other, and pre-configured patches “Stacked Riffs” are also available.
Download your free bonus pack

HERE

NEW: BBO Ymir – Children's Choir
This vocal installment of the Big Bang Orchestra features the internationally acclaimed
“Gumpoldskirchner Spatzen” children’s choir. These beautiful recordings shine with clarity
and a soulful purity. Benefit from the introductory price of just €65, only through May 31!
Get the Children's Choir

HERE

SAVE: Up to 35% Off All BBO Packs
Save big on all existing Big Bang Orchestra Packs through May 31! These Libraries
provide an infinite treasure of orchestral sounds that let your productions be as bold,
nuanced, and sophisticated as you need, with little time and effort. During the promotional
period, BBO: Ymir will be free for everybody who purchases or completes the Big Bang
Orchestra Bundle – in addition to BBO: Zodiac which is always free when you complete
the Big Bang Orchestra Bundle!
Feel free to try Big Bang Orchestra in your studio, we’re providing demo licenses for all
26 packs!
Explore the BBO Universe

HERE
Best wishes from Vienna,
Your Vienna Symphonic Library Team
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